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2. Guiding Principles

3. 85% Rule (Measuring Performance)

4. Good Data

5. Right Sized Code

6. Understanding the Value of a Parking 

Stall

7. Success Factors – New Supply

8. Great Communications

9. Shared Parking

10. Reasonable Enforcement

11. What Successful Cities are Doing



Why Manage Parking?
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Why Manage Parking?

- Use A Limited Resource 
Efficiently

- A Tool to Enhance 
Economic Activity

- Create Order and  Reduce 
Anxiety

- Use Parking As A Tool To 
Encourage 
Transportation Options

- Maximize/Manage 
Parking Turnover

- Get the Right People In 
the Right Parking Space

§ On-street parking is finite and highly desired 
(minimize conflicts).

§ Get the right people to park in the right place (on 
and off-street).

§ Customers appreciate it, reduces angst.

§ Off-street parking is expensive, so fully maximize 
what you have. 

§ A clear sense of movement to parking options

§ Ground level businesses want turnover (people 
spending money).



Guiding Principles
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§ Clearly stated priorities and outcomes. Get to Yes.

§ Who has priority in the public supply (on-street, off-street)?

§ What is the role of the City in parking (as a manager, partner 
or owner)? The role of the private sector?

§ Many cities leap into parking management strategies before 
their purpose or their appropriateness for the area is clear.

§ Any strategy developed should tie directly back to specific 
Guiding Principle(s) and data.

§ Not all parkers can be “priority” parkers.



85% Rule – Measuring Performance 
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> 85% 
Constrained 

Supply

55% - 69%
Adequate 
parking

70% - 85%
Efficient 
Supply

< 55% 
Parking 
Readily 

Available

§ Most common approach to 
managing parking supply.

§ If supply is constrained: turnover 
is affected, access is difficult and 
customer experience is adversely 
affected.

§ If 70% - 85%: Supply is robust, 
accessible, and efficient

§ < 69%, parking is activity is not 
supportive of active business.



Good Data
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§ Separates perception from 
reality. 

§ Let data tell a story.  

§ Local data is unique to each 
city and its dynamics.

§ Tie solutions to data.

§ Consistent / replicable 
methodology.

§ Good data is essential and the 
more data you have, the 
better your management 
decisions will be. 

Use Characteristics 2015 2007 

Average length of stay per vehicle per occupied 

stall 
1 hr/ 52 min 1 hr/ 57 min 

Vehicle trips (unique vehicles) 6,013 7,473 

Vehicle hours parked 11,243 14,595 

Turnover rate (number of cars to use a single 

occupied stall over a 12 hour period) 
6.42 6.1 

% of unique vehicles violating the posted time 

stay 
14.2% 19.9% 

Occurrence of license plates moving to evade 

parking citations. 
360 

(6.7% of vehicles) 
N/A 

Actual number of vehicles parked for time stays 

over 4 hours (% of unique vehicles) 
380 (6.3%) 815 (10.9%) 

 



Right Sized Code
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§ Most city parking codes (required 
parking) are not based in true 
understanding of demand.

§ Numerous studies indicate that 
parking requirements lead to 25% 
to 35% overbuild.

§ Calibrate code to local demand  
(e.g., Bend OR demand study).

§ Consider blended rate models for 
downtowns.



Understanding the Value of a Parking Stall
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- Cost to  build a structured parking stall: $35 - $45,000 (per stall)

- 20 Year cost to finance: $231 - $297 (per stall/mo.)

WHO PAYS? / WHO SHOULD PAY?

§ Developer
§ Building Owner
§ City
§ Building Tenant (Business)
§ User (customer, employee, resident)
§ Some or all above



Understanding the Value of a Parking Stall
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Developer/Owner  $$
- Finance
- LID
- Fees-in Lieu

Customer/Visitor/Guest $$
- Parking  Fees 

(hourly/daily/monthly             
- Surcharges (Events)
- Citations/Fines

Building Tenant  $$
- Buried in Lease Rate 
- Tax (parking on business)
- Validations (parking)
- Subsidy to employees

$231 - $297 per stall per month

Public Subsidy 
- General Fund
- Bonds
- Urban renewal



Understanding the Value of a Parking Stall
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§ Getting the right car to the 
right space makes economic 
sense.

§ Getting employees off-street 
or into alternative modes 
makes economic sense.

§ Calibrating turnover 
maximizes revenue potential.

Value of on-street parking



Success Factors – New Supply
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§ What are the current 
land uses within 750’ –
800’ of a site (isocron)?

§ What are on-street 
occupancies in same 
area?

§ Are there morning, 
evening, weekend and 
overnight users in close 
proximity?

§ What are growth plans 
in the isocron?



Great Communications
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§ Commit to marketing, 
communicating and branding your 
public parking system.  

§ This will establish a recognizable 
and intuitively understandable 
parking message. 

§ Customers and employees want 
simple and reliable solutions.  
Communications is the key to 
activating your strategies.



Shared Parking
Using what we have as well as we can
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Managing Parking (lots and garages) as multiple user 
opportunities. 
Most public and private facilities have abundant empty 
parking if they are not viewed as service a single land use.
Requires a broader view of parking. 
Viewing parking in a 24 hour/7 day a week operating 
format.  No lot or garage is “always full.”
Requires partnerships between “owners” of parking. 
Data needs to demonstrate where the constraints and 
surpluses are over the course of a day and a week (e.g., 
weekday, evening weekend).
Requires active management. 
Successful programs have designated lead “managers” and 
clear protocols for use and communications



Shared Parking
Using what we have as well as we can
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Reasonable Enforcement
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§ The cornerstone of parking 
management.

§ Enforcement needs to be 
“reasonable,” targeting a 
violation rate of between 5% and 
9%.

§ Should support a minimum on-
street turnover rate of 5.0.

§ Can be provided in a random 
pattern in small cities to create 
cost efficiencies.



What successful cities are doing  
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§ Clear priorities
§ Measurable goals (85% Rule)
§ Right sized codes
§ Customer First Programs
§ Uniform time stays - on-street
§ Common branding  and marketing
§ Shared use agreements – private 

lots
§ Employees off-street
§ Making alternative modes cool

Cities like:

- Bend, OR

- Hood River, OR

- McMinnville, OR
- Oregon City, OR

- Leavenworth, WA

- Redwood City, CA

- San Mateo, CA

- Bozeman, MT



Final thoughts 
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The operative word in the phrase “parking management 
plan” is management. This implies change and a frame of 
reference to change the status quo at any point in time.

“If we think we have a parking problem, then the status quo 
isn’t working.  We have to be willing to change things.”



Q & A
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Thoughts, Ideas, or Questions


